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Graham Jolley
World-class cabaret magician and mind reader,
seen on 'Penn & Teller; Fool Us'
Available For:

• Live Performances

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Graham Jolley is one of the UK's most talented and versatile stage magicians, entertaining audiences audiences
around the world with his unique style and amazing mind reading capabilities. Having performed at a huge number
of corporate events, private dinners, conferences and on national television, Graham's act adapts perfectly to any
environment.
A ‘psychological’ entertainer, Graham Jolley is able to perform any number of astonishing feats, baffling and
thrilling his audience in equal measure. His work has seen him perform for a large number of international
organisations, as well as appearing on the high profile ITV series 'Penn and Teller Fool Us' hosted by Jonathan Ross,
among many others, and successfully baffling both the audience and the judges.
Graham's versatility has seen him perform in a wide array of settings, with both small and, in the case of his
television work, national audiences. At corporate performances, the audience is frequently dazzled by the shows he
produces and for him the art of illusion and psychological performance have been a life-long obsession.
With a career spanning more than thirty years, Graham Jolley's dedication to the art of performance is truly
impressive. His unique style has been continually honed and he has worked with both famous faces and high profile
business executives. His particular brand of wit completes his act and his audiences find themselves enthralled,
amused and thoroughly bewildered.
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Thank you for coming out to the K Club
in Dublin, and entertaining our Financial
Services Clients. You gave another
wonderful performance, and we look
forward to seeing you again at The Four
Seasons Hotel in October.

You were brilliant as always, the
feedback from Legal and General was
fantastic.
Marketing in Partnership Ltd.

Centaur Financial Events.





You were the highlight of my party,
everyone was buzzing about your act.
Watching you read the mind of Claudio
Aguirre of Merril Lynch Investment
Bank made me cry with laughter.

Absolutely great entertainment, not
only did you keep 250 people totally
mesmerised for your entire act, you kept
them rolling with laughter too.
The Mercedes-Benz Club.

Phillipa Rose Partnership.





What an absolutely wonderfully great
night! Graham Jolley was incredible and
had us all completely blown away.

Thank you for performing at our BMW
Group Financial Services Dinner. I can
honestly say that the audience were
completely mesmerised and baffled by
your performance. Our guests were in
awe of your show.

Sharon Walters, Plurimi Capital LLP.

Sophie Grimshaw - BMW Group
Financial Services.





Just got back to my room after chatting
to Graham Jolley after our event. The
man is an absolute legend. Never before
have I seen an audience so captivated
(and well behaved) at a Round Table
event. His performance was mind
blowing and his interaction with the
whole room a skill to behold in itself. He

Graham Jolley was quite brilliant – a
stunning performance. You could hear
the gasps as he astounded the audience
with first class magic. The clients are
still ringing me days after the event
saying "How the hell did he do that"? His
undoubted talent, coupled with a
tremendous sense of humour make his

is also a true gentleman, his act was
completely free of swearing and smut,
which is so rare these days. We have
already received many congratulatory
comments on the quality of our speaker
this year and I would happily recommend
him to anyone that would listen. Please
pass on our sincere thanks for Graham.
He has made our event. Thanks also to
you for a fantastic recommendation.
Alistair George, George & Company
Chartered Surveyors.

TAGS FOR GRAHAM JOLLEY

Mind Reading

Stage Magic
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Humour

act quite unique.
Mick Parker, Managing Director, Parker
Communications.

